The Right Partner

Services
 Established in 2007, YochanaIT is an Award-winning IT staffing and recruiting agency that provides a quality and competitive IT
work force in temporary/contract, contract to hire and full time/permanent hire capacity and has a very competitive pricing
model.
 Have highly trained and tech savvy recruiters and account managers who specialize in specific technologies.

 Provides Technology Staffing services for small to large scale companies like HCL, Fujitsu, BOA, Virtusa, Cisco etc.
 Extensive experience in providing services to Public Sector, Healthcare, Banking, Financial, Insurance, Retail, Pharma, LifeSciences, Manufacturing, Engineering, Infrastructure Management and Hi-Tech domains.

 Dedicated hiring teams exclusively working for the client's requirement. Comprised of 75 Recruiters, 6 Account Managers and
3 Fulfilment heads. Provide staffing solutions for immediate ramp-ups as per the client's needs.
 YochanaIT is headquartered in Livonia, Michigan and has a large recruiting team operating from Hyderabad, India with a small
presence in Canada.
 Gold to Platinum Subscriptions of Global Professional Websites LinkedIn, Monster, Indeed, Dice, Ladder etc.

Value of the services
 YochanaIT provide services during US hours covering all the time zones from east to west.
 YochanaIT process strikes an ideal balance between structure and creative freedom, with an emphasis on strategic planning
and methodological screening process.
 They are approachable perfectionists who believe in the power of people and their creative thinking in understanding the job
requirements and finding the best fit.
 In addition to working with distinguished clients in the US, they have an excellent customer satisfaction and happy customers.
 Pre-Screened and Interviewed Profiles, internal background and reference check completed.
 Assignment of dedicated Vendor Relationship Manager

 Annual Revenue of ~ 39 Million Dollar.
 600+ consultants working across the US.
 Maintain healthy bench strength of trained professionals.

Why Choose YochanaIT
YochanaIT offers quality resources in multiple business domains and technologies. We strive to offer the skilled resources as
per the given job description. We are constantly looking for the talent in niche areas and maintain a healthy database of
skilled resources.
YochanaIT as The Right Partner for your organization staffing needs.
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Awards
HCL America has honored YochanaIT with the 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015 Star Partner for its outstanding commitment and services
in its Strengthening Partnership Meet.
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